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Introduction
The Palestinian initiative planned for September 2011, in which a request will be
made to admit Palestine to the UN as a state within the 1967 borders, or to be
recognized as a state by the UN members, is a political and diplomatic move whose
implications in general and for the human rights of those in the region are hard to
foresee. These implications will largely depend upon decisions made by the Israeli,
Palestinian, and international political echelons as well as activity on the ground.
Although chances appear slim that Palestine will be accepted for UN membership, in
light of the United States veto in the Security Council, the very recognition of
Palestinian statehood by a decisive majority of UN Member States would have
significant repercussions.
If Palestine is recognized as a state, this would open the way for it to become party to
international conventions and international courts. Becoming a state party to these
could provide Palestine with new tools to enforce Israel’s obligations to uphold
Palestinian human rights. In addition to the rights afforded by international
recognition of Palestinian statehood, this new status would obligate it to meet
standards of international law, deepening the obligation of Palestinian governing
authorities to uphold human rights, and heightening its duty and responsibility to
prevent terrorism and threats that originate from within its territory.
In this paper, we outline issues that will arise as a result of this initiative, focusing on
those with potential repercussions for the human rights of those living in the region.
As a human rights organization, ACRI does not take a position on peace process
policy questions. However, since the political changes in the region may have
significant implications with regard to specific human rights questions, we have
created this briefing to outline some of the expected impacts on human rights issues.

Recognition of a Palestinian State
Conditions for Recognition of a State
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According to the traditional formulation of customary international law, an entity
must meet four criteria set out in the Montevideo Convention of 19332 for it to be
considered a state: a permanent population, a defined territory, effective government
over the population, and the capacity to enter into relations with other states.
The Montevideo Convention reflects the declarative model of the recognition of
states, in which the act of recognition acknowledges the existence of the state, but is
not what bestows statehood upon it. The existence of a state is, thus, a matter of fact:
An entity that meets the four criteria is a state, and does not require the recognition of
other states. The difficulty, of course, is that without an act of recognition by other
states, it cannot fully realize its sovereignty.3 According to the constitutive model, on
the other hand, the act of recognition by other states is what bestows statehood.4
Already today, no significant argument appears to counter the claim that the
Montevideo criteria have been met by the Palestinian entity. But even in the case that
a dispute does arise over the question of whether Palestine meets the Montevideo
criteria, particularly the doubt raised by Israel about the existence of effective
government,5 this does not eliminate the possibility that Palestine would receive
widespread recognition. In modern international law, the Montevideo criteria are not
the only criteria of statehood. In current practice, political and moral principles are
key to the guidelines for recognition, and these include the right to self-determination,
protection of the rights of minorities, and others.6
Considering the broad international support for the Palestinian right to selfdetermination, and the fact that the territories in the West Bank and Gaza are not part
of the sovereign state of Israel, there is a real possibility that most UN Member States
will support recognition of Palestinian statehood even in the absence of perfect
fulfillment of the formal criteria of the Montevideo Convention.
Nevertheless, in light of the fact that Israel, as well as other states, are not expected to
recognize Palestinian statehood at this stage, the question of the existence of a
Palestinian state will not remain free of doubts, and its ability to realize its sovereignty
will be limited.
Admission to the UN
Admission to the United Nations confers various advantages upon the Member States,
but membership in the UN is not a condition for the existence of statehood.7
According to Article 4(2) of the UN Charter, membership in the UN is effected by a
two-thirds majority vote in the General Assembly upon the recommendation of the
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Security Council. In the absence of a Security Council recommendation, the General
Assembly is not empowered to admit Palestine to UN membership.8 In light of the
United States’s position on this unilateral action by the Palestinian Authority, and
American veto power in the Security Council, it appears that the Palestinian
Authority's chances of becoming a UN member are slim.
An alternative possibility is winning the support of the General Assembly. A General
Assembly vote is an opportunity for the international community to express, in a
coordinated way, a collective view about the status of Palestine, which would carry
significant weight in international discourse. This means that even if Palestine does
not gain UN membership, it could be recognized as a state according to international
law, and the General Assembly could invite it to be party to various international
conventions.9

The Normative Framework that Would Apply to the West Bank and
Gaza
Application of the Laws of Occupation
According to the laws of occupation, statehood is irrelevant in determining whether a
territory is occupied or not, and therefore recognition of a Palestinian state per se
would not affect Israel’s standing in international law as an occupying power.
The accepted interpretation of international law is that the laws of occupation apply to
territories in which a foreign military force is able to exercise effective control over
the lives of the local population. Occupation is not a function of a permanent military
presence, but of the ability to control the territory in the sense that a conquering power
is able to engage in governance activity of a territory.10
In the current situation, Israel controls the territory of the West Bank and many
aspects of life in the Gaza Strip. With regard to the West Bank, subject to specific
powers that Israel transferred to the Palestinian Authority and allows it to exercise in
the framework of an Interim Agreement, it is Israel that holds all governing powers,
including full control over Area C (62% of the West Bank), Jerusalem, water sources,
civil and military control over the airspace, civil and military control over all border
crossings, entry to and exit from the West Bank, and more.
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Gaza
Following Israel’s disengagement from the Gaza Strip in the summer of 2005, the IDF
regional commander declared the end of Israeli military rule over Gaza. The official
Israeli position is that ever since this disengagement, Israel has no control over what
transpires in Gaza and therefore the Israeli occupation of the Gaza Strip has ended, as
have Israel’s legal obligations toward the Gaza population in accordance with the
laws of occupation.11
However, the question of whether Israel is an occupying power of Gaza is a matter of
controversy. Many in the international community, as well as international jurists,
reject Israel’s official stance, as exemplified in the position of the UN SecretaryGeneral,12 the views of jurists,13 and reports by human rights organizations.14 Others
claim that after the disengagement, Israel no longer has the ability to exercise
effective control on which the status of an occupying power is predicated.15
It is possible that, with regard to the status of the Gaza Strip, recognition of a
sovereign Palestinian state could lead to a re-examination of this position.
We note that regardless of whether Gaza is still under Israeli occupation or not, Israel
bears legal responsibility for what takes place in the Gaza Strip from various
perspectives, both in light of its current control over the Gaza border crossings (with
the exception of the Rafah crossing), airspace, and territorial waters, and in light of its
previous control and neglect.
Area A
Israel has previously expressed the view that the territories transferred to the control
of the Palestinian Authority, namely Area A, are no longer its responsibility, and
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therefore it is no longer responsible for safeguarding the human rights of Palestinians
living in these areas.16 However, unlike the situation in Gaza, Israel has not, to this
day, declared the end of the occupation of Area A territories.
According to the Interim Agreement, Israel continues to be responsible for security in
all areas of the West Bank, including Area A. Even in practice, Israel demonstrates its
control in various ways, including search and arrest operations within Area A,
adjudication in Israeli military courts of Palestinian residents of Area A suspected of
security offenses,17 and exclusive jurisdiction of Israelis within the territories
(including Area A18) who are suspected of offenses.
The Military Court of Appeals has reiterated that the entire territory, including Area
A, remains under the belligerent occupation of Israel.19 The court ruled that the entire
region constitutes “a single territorial unit,” that the regional commander has authority
over the entire area, and that the military commander’s authority for Area A was
never comprehensively revoked, only limited by the Interim Agreement. In another
case, it stated that:
“Also de facto, the IDF’s continuous control over Area A cannot be denied, as
even when IDF soldiers were not physically present in the area, they controlled it
to a large extent through other means. In light of this, according to international
law, the military commander of the area retains security powers pursuant to his
basic obligation to ensure the public order in areas under his control.”20
In summary, the question of the recognition of a Palestinian state itself has no effect
upon the degree of Israeli control over the West Bank, or upon Israel’s status as the
occupying power. In light of the small size of Area A territories and their noncontiguity, like islands within Area C under Israel’s full control, even if Israel changes
its patterns of activity in these territories and even if it declares the “end of
occupation” in them, we believe they still cannot be viewed as independent territories.
The Oslo Accords (the Interim Agreement)21
A Palestinian initiative to achieve recognition of Palestine as an independent state is a
unilateral measure that contravenes this agreement, and opens the door to a
16
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declaration of the non-validity or revocation of the accords. However, the absolute
revocation of the accords is not a necessary outcome. Despite repeated violations of
the Interim Agreement, neither party to the agreements to this day has announced
their revocation. The website of the Military Advocate General presented this view:
“The question of the validity of the Interim Agreement first arose soon after the
outbreak of the armed conflict in Judea, Samaria, and the Gaza Strip […]
Despite the great question mark that has hovered over this issue ever since, no
side so far has officially declared that it views the Interim Agreement, or parts
of it, as null and void. In fact, both sides have by and large continued to uphold
some of the provisions of the Interim Agreement and to implement them in
practice.”
And following the disengagement from Gaza, it noted, “[…] With the exception of
arrangements that became irrelevant or inapplicable as a result of the changes in the
factual and legal reality, attention should continue to be paid to the Interim Agreement
as a legal source [defining] relations between the two parties.”22
Thus, it appears that the validity of the agreements and the existence of relevant
arrangements based on them continues to be contingent upon the decisions and
actions of the two sides. Of course, any decision made by either side about this would
have significant ramifications for many matters currently regulated by the agreements.
Another critical point in this context relates to the status of the Palestinian Authority.
Since its founding, the PA has drawn its authority from the Interim Agreement. If
Palestinian statehood is recognized, the source of this authority will change, and the
Palestinian government will draw its authority from the existence of the state.

Changes in the Legal and International-Institutional Framework
Becoming a Party to International Conventions
If Palestine is recognized as a state, this will allow it to become party to various
international conventions, including human rights covenants and trade agreements,
and to join international organizations. The main human rights conventions do not
require UN membership as a condition for becoming party to them. Many are open to
any state invited by the UN General Assembly:
The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) – This covenant
does not require UN membership as a condition for ratification, but does require an
invitation from the General Assembly (para. 48)
The International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (ICESCR)
(Article 26)
The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination
(ICERD) (Article 17)
22
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Other conventions allow states to become party to them on easier terms (without an
invitation from the General Assembly): the Convention on the Rights of the Child
(CRC); the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against
Women (CEDAW); the Convention against Torture (CAT); and the Geneva
Conventions and additional Protocols.
The consequences of a Palestinian state becoming party to these conventions are,
above all, the obligations that these would impose on the Palestinian state vis-à-vis
those under its authority, and its becoming subject to UN monitoring mechanisms,
such as the committees that monitor implementation of these conventions. Becoming
party to these conventions could also affect its relations with Israel and the settlers.
Becoming a Party to International Courts of Law
Another channel of activity that would be open to Palestine, if it is recognized as a
state, is joining various international organizations, including international courts of
law:
International Court of Justice in The Hague (ICJ) – The ICJ addresses the
responsibility of states, not of individuals. It is the leading and most important
international judicial body, both in terms of prestige and of jurisdiction.23 According
to Article 35 of the Statute of the Court, UN membership is not a condition for access
to the ICJ. Thus, even if Palestine does not gain UN membership, it can become a
party to the Statute of the Court and join it.
ICJ jurisdiction is not obligatory, in the sense that the default is that both sides must
agree that a dispute be brought before it.
International Criminal Court (ICC) – The International Criminal Court deals with
individual responsibility for acts defined as international crimes (war crimes, crimes
against humanity, and genocide). The ICC was established in order to prevent a
situation in which an individual suspected of an international crime will not be
brought to justice because the state linked with that crime avoids prosecuting it.
Hence, the ICC does not prosecute a case when the relevant state actor exercises
appropriate jurisdiction.
The ICC may exercise jurisdiction in any of three cases:24 (a) when the said act took
place in the territory of a state party; (b) when the act was committed by a citizen of a
state party; or (c) when the Security Council referred the matter to its Prosecutor.
Article 125(3) of the Rome Statute states that the ICC is open to all states that ratify
and submit the Rome Statute to the UN Secretary-General. Here, too, nonmembership in the UN does not prevent a state from becoming party to this court.
Switzerland, for example, was admitted to the UN only in 2002, but ratified the Rome
Statute in 2001. Given broad-based recognition of statehood, Palestine will be able to
ratify the Rome Statute and become party to the International Criminal Court.
23
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The innovative aspect entailed by Palestine becoming party to the ICC is that this
court would now have jurisdiction over actions carried out in the context of the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict: First, on Palestinians suspected of committing
international crimes; and, second, on Israelis suspected of offenses within the territory
of the Palestinian state. As noted, the ICC would not prosecute a case if the relevant
state exercised appropriate jurisdiction, i.e., properly investigated the case and
brought it to trial when required.

The Issue of Settlements
One of the dramatic repercussions that will ensue from recognition of a Palestinian
state concerns its becoming a party to the International Criminal Court. In this
context, special attention should be given to the article in the Statute of the Court
stating that the transfer, whether direct or indirect, of the population of the occupying
power into occupied territory constitutes a war crime.25 This means that the issue of
settlements would become an issue of an international criminal tribunal, which would
open the door to the prosecution of Israelis responsible for establishing or expanding
settlements.
Bear in mind that the Advisory Opinion of the International Court of Justice
concerning the Separation Barrier states that, as an act that strengthens the settlements
and makes them permanent, the construction of the barrier in the segments that
surround the settlements constitutes an illegal act and violates Article 49(6) of the
Geneva Convention.26

East Jerusalem
Published information indicates that the planned initiative for recognition of a
Palestinian state will also relate to the borders of the Palestinian state, to be defined
according to the 4 June 1967 boundaries (the “Green Line”). This area includes East
Jerusalem.
The territory of East Jerusalem, as distinct from other parts of the West Bank, was
annexed to Israel, and the “law, jurisdiction, and administration of the state” were
applied to it.27 However, although internal Israeli law defines East Jerusalem as part of
the state, this has been rejected by the international community, which views this
territory as part of the area held by Israel as an occupying power.28
25
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The significance of this is that, from an international perspective, the laws that apply
to East Jerusalem are the same laws that apply to the rest of the West Bank. This
means, for example, that the authority of the International Criminal Court will also
extend to Israel’s actions in East Jerusalem (such as the construction of new
neighborhoods).

Launching Military Operations
As noted, Israel’s status as the occupying power of the West Bank territories is not
expected to change as a result of the act of recognition itself. As an occupying power,
Israel will continue to have the option for use of force, within the bounds of what is
permissible and not permissible according to the laws of occupation.
This is not the case, however, with respect to territories where it is claimed that Israel
has ended its role as an occupying power. In these territories, to justify the use of
force and prior to launching a military operation, it appears that Israel would have to
prove that all conditions of self-defense apply: a significant armed attack has occurred
(which was interpreted as the use of force significant in scale29); there is an immediate
necessity to use force and there is no possibility to use alternative means; and the
response is proportionate and relative.

Prisoners of War
Recognition of Palestinian statehood and its becoming party to the Geneva
Conventions could obligate Israel to modify its treatment of Palestinian combatants,
who are part of the regular forces or acting in the name of the state, and to recognize
them as entitled to prisoner-of-war status according to the Third Geneva Convention.30
This status carries with it various protections, above all legal immunity from criminal
charges because of their participation in combat.31
Until now, Palestinians who are apprehended are treated as if they are civilians
unlawfully engaged in combat,32 and they are detained or imprisoned by Israel in a
29
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criminal proceeding in the framework of administrative detention or the Incarceration
of Unlawful Combatants Law.

Responsibility of a Palestinian State for Human Rights Violations
Recognition of a Palestinian state and its becoming party to international conventions
and courts of law will impose obligations on it and subject it to international
mechanisms that monitor the implementation of the human rights conventions. These
obligations apply first and foremost to the citizens under its rule, but there are also
implications for its obligations toward Israelis, including settlers.
The a Palestinian state will be obligated – both according to the rules of state
responsibility (“Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts”) and by
virtue of its obligations to uphold human rights – to take the necessary steps to
prevent human rights violations by governmental bodies and official organizations. It
may also bear responsibility for threats by organizations and citizens who operate
from within its territory against Israelis or settlers, subject to the extent of its control
and the means of action at its disposal.
One outcome of its becoming party to international conventions and international
courts is that claims regarding violations of human rights by the Palestinian state
could be adjudicated in various international forums. Among other things, should the
Palestinian state not take the necessary measures to investigate and prosecute
individuals suspected of perpetrating international crimes, the matter could be referred
to the International Criminal Court. Thus, for example, the suspicion of torture
conducted by Palestinian governmental bodies or on their behalf, the arbitrary killing
of civilians, the shooting of rockets toward a civilian population in Israel, and the
holding hostage of Gilad Shalit, could be submitted for deliberation both in the
relevant UN committees and in the International Criminal Court.

Knesset, 54 (2), 188, 190 (2000)).
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